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Question: 1

You have been hired to create a company's website, and, as you prepare, you must define the data
structures in Sitecore to create items and content. What should you use to define your data structures?

A. Templates
B. Config files
C. SQL tables
D. Renderings

Answer: A
Explanation:

Question: 2

While using the Sitecore Install Assistant (SIA), you encounter the error below:
Based on the information provided in the image, what is the most likely reason for this install error?

A. The Sitecore instance username/password were incorrect.
B. The Solr install path was set incorrectly.
C. The Solr service was stopped.
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D. The SQL server username/password were incorrect.

Answer: D
Explanation:

Reference:
https://doc.sitecore.net/sitecore_experience_platform/82/setting_up_and_maintaining/xdb/configurin
g_servers/sitecore_installation_assistant

Question: 3

You want to control the order in which patch files load. Which element could you use in the Layers.config
file to accomplish this?

A. <configLayer>
B. <loadOrder>
C. <configLoad>
D. <patchOrder>

Answer: D
Explanation:

Question: 4

What is the purpose of a Sitecore Support Package?

A. To help Sitecore replicate an issue without needing to access the environment directly.
B. To let Sitecore Support Services access active logs running directly in the environment.
C. To make it easier for you to download update packages and install them into your environment.
D. To give Sitecore direct access to your environment for support purposes.

Answer: D
Explanation:

Question: 5

You are setting up a Sitecore instance without the use of SXA and want to accommodate three public-
facing websites. Where would you map the correct Home item to its corresponding hostname?

A. In the /system/settings section of the Master database
B. In the Sitecore Core database's settings file
C. In the Internet Information Services website definition settings
D. In a config patch file located in the/App_Config/Include folder

Answer: D


